The projective dimension of an abelian group with torsion reduced part, as a module over its endomorphism ring, is determined. In particular, a group of projective dimension 2 is exhibited.
showed that if G is divisible, then dim£C < I. In both of these papers they raised the question as to whether dim£C7 < 1 for all abelian groups G. The purpose of this paper is to determine the projective dimension of groups whose reduced part is torsion. This combines and generalizes the results in the two Douglas and Farahat papers and exhibits groups of projective dimension 2.
We begin with an observation of Douglas and Farahat [2, 1] , a simplified version of a theorem in Northcott [5, Lemma 2, p. 139], and a (very slightly) generalized version of Douglas and Farahafs theorem about torsion groups, which we prove mainly for the convenience of the reader. Lemma 1. Let G be an abelian group, E its endomorphism ring, and A a summand of G. Then Hom(4, G) is a projective E-module.
Proof. Let e G P be a projection on A. Then Wom(A, G) = Ee is a summand of E. Lemma 2. Let A0 C Ax C A2 C • • • be R-modules such that dimRA0 < n and dimRA-/Ai_l < n for i = 1,2, ■ • • . Then dimR (J At < n.
Proof. See Northcott [5, Lemma 2, p. 139] or fill in the details in the following sketch. If n = 0, then U A, s A0 ® Ax/A0 ® A2/Ax ® ■ ■ ■ so the lemma is true. If n > O.map projectives P, onto the Ai/Aj_x and lift to A-r Then ©P; maps onto U A-and the kernel has dimension less than n by induction.
In particular, if A0 C Ax C A2 C ■ ■ ■ are all projective, then dim U At < 1. This is easily proved directly by mapping @A, onto (J Ai and observing that the kernel is isomorphic to ®Ar Lemma 3 (Douglas and Farahat). Let G be an abelian group, E its endomorphism ring, and 77 a pure, fully invariant, torsion subgroup of G. Then dim£77 < 1.
Proof. Since 77 is the direct sum of its primary subgroups, which are invariant under A, we may assume that 77 is/?-primary. Let Ai/Aj_x at A/7 where 7 = {e £ A: ex £ A,_x }. Write G = Gx © G2 where G, is a rank-one summand containing x. Then 7 = Ee0 where e0 is the identity map on G2 and multiplication by p on G{. Since Ee0 = E is projective, we have dimEAjAt__x < 1 and so dim£77 < 1 by Lemma 2.
The following lemma is a slight generalization of the characterization in [6] of /?-groups that are projective over their endomorphism rings. where P is rank-one, torsion free, divisible, and x is a torsion element of maximum order. Choose 0 ^= y G P and consider the P-map cb: Hom(P©<x>, G)^ H
given by <b(f) = f(y + x). The kernel of cb is Hom((P ® <x»/<y + x>, G)
which is isomorphic to Hom(Q/Z, G) which is isomorphic to Hom(^, G) where A is a divisible summand of G containing one copy of each Z(px) that occurs in G. Thus, by Lemma 1, we have dim£r7 < 1.
Theorem.
Let G be an abelian group, E its endomorphism ring, and H = T ® D a pure, invariant subgroup of G, with T torsion reduced and D divisible. Then Finally, suppose dim£77 < 1, so A is A-projective. Since
As(J M K, U n neN and M is A-projective, we can map a direct sum of copies of M and A, onto A. Since A is A-projective, this map splits. But M is algebraically compact, and A, is a direct sum of finite cyclic groups, so by a theorem of Warfield [8] we can write A = © Ca where Ca is algebraically compact. Since M is torsion free algebraically compact, we must have M n Ca = 0 for all a outside some finite set A. But K/M is isomorphic to a subgroup of @n(ENH[n] and so is torsion and reduced. Thus Ca/M n Ca is bounded for each a. 
